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by the teachers*

*Teachers can give additional assessment as
they do for regular assignments.

Setting up the
assignment
1.

Create or edit an assignment,
set up the deadline and click on
the option 'Require Peer
Assessment'.

2.

After that, choose how many
peers each student can assess
(1-5). Group assignments are
disabled when peer assessment
is enabled and vice versa.

💡Students' answers are distributed when the deadline is over.
That is the reason why you need to set a deadline before you
can enable peer assessment.

Submitting an
answer

3.

Students will need to submit the assignment following the known
process. Until the deadline is over, the assignment will be the same as
regular assignments for the student.

💡The only difference:
students will see the amount
of peers they need to review.

3 things you need to know before the assessment process begins…

Who's assessing
whose configuration

”Soft grace” period

Manually adding and
removing peers

After the deadline, itslearning
will automatically assign the
configured number of
students/answers between
the students that have
submitted an answer.

There is a so called "soft
grace" period. If a student is
already on the answers page,
he/she is allowed to submit a
few minutes after the
deadline, as the student's
clock can be a few minutes
off.

Teachers are able to manually
add and remove peers after
the peer assessment process
has started.

This also means that students
that did not submit an answer
are excluded from the peer
assessment process.

This means that the actual
distribution of peer answers
will take around 5 minutes.

Assessing peers
after deadline.

5.
•

The student will have the same assessment options as the teacher would
have. They can:
View and annotate the submitted document (for the most common
document types)
•

Assess with a rubric, if the
teacher has provided one

•

Set the grade or score they would
give the assignment, if the
teacher has set an assessment
scale

•

Give overall feedback in the rich
text editor.

Viewing the
assignment
1.

As soon as a peer assessment is available, it can be
viewed by clicking the View button.

2.

The peer assessment will open in a dialog box.

3.

To view the annotations on a file, the peer can click
on the name of the file at the bottom of the dialog.

💡The teacher can see the progress of peer
assessments in the Status column of the
answer grid. This displays how many students
have already peer-assessed this student.

